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Why did Contemporary Sociology, an official
journal of the American Sociological Associ-
ation, ask me to review these two books on
Japan edited and written by anthropolo-
gists? This question sounds trivial and
even irrelevant at first. However, when the
question’s three overlapping registers—
why Japan, why anthropology, and why
me (a Japanese sociologist trained in the
United States)—are recognized, they should
prompt readers of Contemporary Sociology to
reexamine the relationship between disci-
plines and area studies, on the one hand,
and the relationship between sociologists
and publics, on the other. In fact, I suggest
that this reexamination be an urgent task in
an increasingly global world, where linguis-
tic and institutional barriers that safely sepa-
rated the observing-self from the observed-
other are breaking down, as many anthro-
pologists have already pointed out.
The first register (‘‘Why Japan?’’) appears
to be relatively straightforward. Both books
present Japan still reeling from the triple
disaster of March 2011—the earthquake, tsu-
nami, and the nuclear accident—whose con-
sequences reverberated far beyond the
island country. Contemporary Japan there-
fore offers fertile ground for examining
how people, organizations, and institutions
cope with profound structural disruptions
and ruptures caused by large-scale disasters.
The nuclear accident, in particular, raised
critical questions, both empirically and nor-
matively, about the roles of science and tech-
nology in society and the relationship
between experts and citizens in policymak-
ing. Put another way, the case studies of con-
temporary Japan have the potential to help
sociologists advance a theory of structural
transformations, disaster research, and the
sociology of science and technology, among
others. In this sense, these two books on con-
temporary Japan should deserve attention
even from those who do not study the
country.
This straightforward explanation, howev-
er, is incompatible with the second register
(‘‘Why anthropology?’’) because neither of
the two books advances theory. Chapters in
Japan Copes with Calamity, for example, col-
lectively offer what one of its editors David
Slater calls an ‘‘urgent ethnography’’ by
painstakingly documenting everyday lives
of disaster victims and empathically convey-
ing the urgency of their struggles. As a result,
engagement with existing theories in the
social sciences, which is not ‘‘urgent’’ for
people in Japan, falls outside the scope of
the book. In contrast, Precarious Japan by
Anne Allison does engage with theories of
neoliberal globalization, flexible citizenship,
precarity, and so on. However, her book
merely uses contemporary Japan as a case
to illustrate how these theories work and
therefore falls short of pushing the frontiers
of theoretical thinking. Thus, the two books,
edited and written by anthropologists, do
not meet the expectations that sociologists
typically hold for case studies, as reflected
in the aforesaid explanation of the first regis-
ter: case studies are understood as most pro-
ductive when they use rich empirical details
to propose a new theory.
Then, why did Contemporary Sociology
choose to review the two anthropological
books that make no theoretical contribution?
This is indeed puzzling because the majority
Japan Copes with Calamity: Ethnographies
of the Earthquake, Tsunami and Nuclear
Disasters of March 2011, edited by Tom
Gill, Brigitte Steger, and David H.
Slater. New York, NY: Peter Lang, 2013.
316pp. $64.95 paper. ISBN: 97830343
09226.
Precarious Japan, by Anne Allison.
Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2013. 246pp. $23.95 paper. ISBN: 9780
822355625.
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of readers are U.S.-based sociologists who
are unlikely to care about non-American
cases unless they advance theory (or meth-
odology). A possible answer for this ironic
question is troubling: the journal had to
pick the two books because no sociological
work was available in English on this impor-
tant topic of how people in Japan coped with
the triple disaster. To be sure, there are some
English-language journal articles on the top-
ic published by Japanese sociologists, but I
do not think that the preference for journal
articles among sociologists alone can explain
the non-existence of sociological books wor-
thy of being reviewed in Contemporary Sociol-
ogy. In fact, this troubling phenomenon
seems to be anchored in specific institutional
configurations of disciplines and area
studies.
To begin with, since disciplines are orga-
nized around sets of particular theoretical
(or methodological) problems, as Andrew
Abbott, Charles Ragin, and other methodol-
ogists point out, they normally focus on
cases that are relevant to disciplinary
debates. Thus, when sociologists submit
papers on non-American cases to U.S.-based
sociology journals, they often receive
reviews demanding better justifications of
their case selections in terms of existing
sociological literature, even though papers
on American cases are typically not sub-
jected to the same degree of scrutiny. The
asymmetry is understandable because read-
ers of U.S.-based journals are mostly Ameri-
cans interested in American issues and, even
in the so-called age of globalization, profes-
sional activities of sociologists (and other
social scientists) revolve around national
associations. This asymmetry, however,
seems to create intellectually detrimental
consequences.
First of all, the disciplinary focus tends to
turn studies of non-American cases into
mere instruments for advancing theory.
When I review papers and applications for
U.S.-based journals and fellowships, I regu-
larly see authors and applicants offering
rigorous justifications for studying non-
American cases. From the disciplinary per-
spective, their case selections are skillfully
justified. And yet, their justifications are so
disciplinary that I cannot but wonder,
‘‘Why do they have to go all the way to
non-American countries (e.g., Malawi) to
answer these disciplinary questions?’’
because they could easily examine the
same questions by collecting data inside
the United States. Thus, the aforesaid asym-
metry can be reversed and rephrased as fol-
lows: what is the point for U.S.-based sociol-
ogists to study non-American cases if their
primary purpose were merely to contribute
to disciplinary debates?
Here, area studies might help sociologists
better appreciate the significance of research
on non-American cases in their own light by
looking beyond disciplinary constraints.
Both Japan Copes with Calamity and Precarious
Japan are essentially area-studies books,
albeit to different degrees, and they describe
everyday practices in the economy, families,
neighborhoods, and other arenas of contem-
porary Japan. While the former provides
detailed descriptions of the immediate after-
math of the triple disaster, the latter helps
place these descriptions within the wider
structural transformations of Japanese socie-
ty since the 1990s. In contrast with typical
sociological work dissecting non-American
cases with analytical categories, area-studies
books like these are often able to construct
empirically rich narratives that vividly con-
vey the atmosphere and texture of social
life. Thus, the asymmetry between disci-
plines and area studies cuts both ways: disci-
plines are good at advancing theoretical
debates, whereas area studies are good at
documenting empirical complexities of
cases at hand.
In principle, the respective strengths of
disciplines and area studies do not have to
be mutually exclusive. However, in practice,
they often are, as exemplified by the ways in
which the two books try to deal with anthro-
pological theories and ethnographic descrip-
tions. On the one hand, Japan Copes with
Calamity, in a way, represents a deliberate
refusal to engage in disciplinary debates.
Even though chapters in the edited volume
do refer to theoretical debates in anthropolo-
gy, they give priority to ‘‘thick descriptions.’’
This seems to have something to do with
biographies of the contributors: some of
them are Japanese citizens, others are for-
eigners who have lived or worked in Japan
for many years, and all of them have strong
ties with people in Japan, socially and
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professionally. Take, for example, two of the
editors, Tom Gill and David Slater. Both of
them are college professors in Tokyo. They
lived, and continue to live, the ‘‘calamity’’
that hit Japan. The majority of their col-
leagues and audiences are also Japanese citi-
zens, as evinced by the fact that the Japa-
nese-language edition of the book was pub-
lished earlier than the English-language
edition. When anthropologists live among
‘‘natives,’’ they are likely to hesitate to
impose theoretical interpretations on the lat-
ter’s own words, concerns, and actions. This
is partly because such imposition violates
the sense of solidarity that the anthropolo-
gists feel toward natives and partly because
natives can easily talk back to them and
question empirical accuracy of jargon-laden
explanations.
On the other hand, Allison’s Precarious
Japan can be said to be a failed attempt to
combine the strengths of disciplines and
area studies. From the very beginning, the
book does not hesitate to impose theoretical
interpretations on everyday lives in contem-
porary Japan by making extensive references
to Judith Butler, Gaston Bachelard, and other
social and cultural theorists. But, as men-
tioned above, the book fails to advance the
frontiers of theoretical thinking not only
because it merely invokes theories instead
of systematically applying them to the Japa-
nese case, but also because it does not deeply
engage with empirical realities of contempo-
rary Japan. Overall, the book offers very thin
descriptions of Japanese people’s lives, for
Allison collected data mostly from her ‘‘hit-
and-run’’ interactions and interviews in
Japan, and from parts of Japanese-language
books, newspapers, and movies that were
translated into English. In fact, throughout
the book, ordinary Japanese citizens remain
nameless (e.g., ‘‘a young woman in her
twenties told me,’’ ‘‘I asked several Japanese
people’’), and only prominent Japanese
intellectuals and activists, as well as Alli-
son’s educated Japanese friends, appear
with names and are allowed to express their
views in detail. This is an unfortunate exam-
ple of what an anthropologist ends up pro-
ducing when she can always fly back to the
United States and write about Japan while
keeping a safe distance.
Why are ‘‘natives’’ not talking back to Alli-
son? One obvious reason is a language barri-
er. The majority of Japanese professors
received their graduate training in Japan,
and they teach and write in Japanese. As
a result, even if they did manage to read Pre-
carious Japan, they are unlikely to write
a book review in English. Another reason is
an institutional barrier. Since Allison is
based in the United States, opinions among
scholars in Japan do not affect her reputation
among her U.S.-based colleagues. This insti-
tutional separation between American and
Japanese academic communities creates
incentives for U.S.-based anthropologists
not to cultivate intellectually meaningful
ties with Japanese scholars. In turn, Japanese
scholars can remain indifferent to Allison’s
work because it has little impact on intellec-
tual debates taking place inside Japan. (Ordi-
nary Japanese citizens, too, can simply
ignore the book because it is irrelevant to
their daily lives.) Given the linguistic and
institutional barriers discouraging collabora-
tion between foreign and native anthropolo-
gists, the possibility of combining the
strengths of the discipline and area studies
(theoretical rigor and empirical richness)
gets lost.
This is where the third register (‘‘Why
me?’’) comes in. Although Contemporary
Sociology happened to ask me to review Alli-
son’s book, there are other ‘‘natives’’ who
were trained in North America, Europe, or
Australia and are therefore capable of talk-
ing back. As a growing number of students
in Japan as well as in other countries go to
the ‘‘West’’ to earn doctoral degrees, the lin-
guistic and institutional barriers that previ-
ously provided ‘‘Western’’ scholars with
a ‘‘luxury’’ (being able to ignore critical reac-
tions from natives) are beginning to break
down. This also presents a new opportunity
for foreign and native scholars to engage in
dialogue across national borders and collec-
tively produce research that draws on
strengths of both disciplines and area
studies.
Nonetheless, this breakdown of the bar-
riers seems to be uneven in terms of geo-
graphical areas and disciplines. Indian his-
torians and literary critics, for example,
have been more effective than their Japanese
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counterparts in talking back to ‘‘Western’’
scholars partly because they are far more flu-
ent in English. At the same time, Japanese
scholars in the humanities seem to have
greater presence in Western academic com-
munities than those in the social sciences
because the humanities are generally more
open to area studies. In fact, many of the
U.S.-based sociologists studying Japan
(including those who were born and raised
in Japan) lack the ability to combine respec-
tive strengths of the discipline and Japanese
studies, as well as to engage with both
Japan- and U.S.-based sociologists, because
their research is often constrained to speak
exclusively to disciplinary debates inside
the United States. Above all, the majority of
Japan sociologists, including myself, lack
the ability to speak to Japanese citizens
who, I believe, should be one of their most
important audiences. In this respect, the cri-
tique that I raised against Precarious Japan is
in effect a self-critique.
Moreover, the contrast between Japan
Copes with Calamity and Precarious Japan
can, and should, prompt U.S.-based sociolo-
gists to reflect on their own relationships
with ‘‘publics’’ that are often missing from
the formulation and dissemination of socio-
logical research. U.S.-based sociologists,
whether studying non-American or Ameri-
can cases, confront the similar institutional
barrier separating them from objects of their
research (e.g., American citizens). Ameri-
cans that U.S.-based sociologists study rare-
ly talk back because much of sociological
research, driven by disciplinary debates,
has little bearing on their lives. This seeming
irrelevance of sociology in public life is one
of the motivations behind ‘‘public sociolo-
gy’’ advocated by Michael Burawoy and
endorsed, albeit with modifications and
critiques, by Craig Calhoun, Patricia Hill
Collins, and many other sociologists.
Collectively, they have raised hard questions:
for whom and for what purposes should soci-
ologists write, how can the discipline be
transformed to increase its public engage-
ment, and what is the ‘‘public,’’ anyway?
Here, I suggest that a primary task of pub-
lic sociology, and public social science more
generally, is not to offer ‘‘truths’’ to guide
publics to formulate efficacious policies,
but to provide publics with descriptions of
their activities, so that they can become
more reflexive in trying to move toward
more democratic and effective governance
of their collective lives. In this respect, Japan
Copes with Calamity serves as an example of
public social science, notwithstanding its
theoretical weakness, because it stays close
to urgent concerns among Japanese citizens
and illuminates various problems and chal-
lenges in responding to the triple disaster.
Moreover, Japan Copes with Calamity, together
with Precarious Japan, forcefully illustrate
that ‘‘publics’’ are ultimately transnational,
encompassing scholars, students, and citi-
zens of multiple nationalities. It is crucial
to recognize this transnational nature of
publics in the contemporary world, where
academic communities are beginning to tra-
verse not only national borders, but also all
sorts of problems, ranging from economic
inequalities to ecological crises, are increas-
ingly global.
Thus, in the eyes of a Japanese sociologist
trained in the United States, the two anthro-
pological books bring together the two relat-
ed, but often disconnected, debates on disci-
plines and area studies and on sociologists
and publics. To deepen this critical self-
reflection in the transnational context, rather
than to advance theory in the American, dis-
ciplinary context, the two books on contem-
porary Japan, coping with the triple disaster,
deserve to be taken seriously by readers of
Contemporary Sociology.
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